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PRESS RELEASE 
Activists cite TNPCB warning of Ennore thermal plant pollution;  

Demand Scrapping of ETPS proposal 

22/12/2021 Chennai - Releasing a CMDA document containing TNPCB's warning that the 
proposed 660MW Ennore Thermal Power Station (ETPS) will have an impact on residents of 
TNHB's under-construction slum resettlement houses for over 6800 families, activists and North 
Chennai residents asked the Government to cancel the January 6 public hearing for the power 
plant, and scrap the project. The Agenda Note tabled at the CMDA meeting dated 14.11.2018 to 
reclassify a Hazardous Use zone in Ernavur to a Residential Zone to accommodate the residential 
flats mentions two letters warning of pollution -- one, dt/12.02.2018 by the Member Secretary, 
TNPCB, and a second dated 07.05.2018 by the Chairman/MD of TANGEDCO. The TNHB flats are 
meant to be "safe and sustainable" housing to accommodate 38,000 people who will be evicted 
from various parts of the city as part of city beautification and waterways rehabilitation projects. 
Pointing to the severe air pollution and ash-choked Ennore backwaters, Activists and north 
Chennai residents condemned the project as yet another example of systematic social and 
environmental discrimination by the government. 

North Chennai, with its higher than average proportion of SC/MBC communities, has continuously 
been targeted with toxic facilities. The Ennore-Manali region has three major ports, the city's 
largest garbage dumpyard, 3300 MW of coal-fired power plants, coal yards and coal ash dumps, a 
10 million tonne/year oil refinery and 34 large Red Category industries. TNPCB's own data 
revealed that power plants operated by TANGEDCO and NTPC in Ennore violated air pollution 
norms for more than 53% of the time in 2020-21. "If the Government of Tamil Nadu is serious 
about its commitment to social justice, it should scrap the Ennore power plant proposal and direct 
the TNPCB to enforce pollution laws on existing industries," said Sandhiya P, a college student 
from Thiruvottiyur. 

TANGEDCO's coal ash pollution has destroyed more than 1000 acres of Kosasthalai's backwaters, 
and NTECL Vallur and its coal ash dump are both located within the Kosasthalai's backwaters and 
floodplains. This has heightened flood risk in north Chennai; several parts of north Chennai 
witnessed heavy inundation during the November floods. At a time when north Chennai residents 
are calling for action against TANGEDCO's violations and a clean-up of the Ennore Creek, the 
government's move to increase pollution load in this area is illogical. 

"Unlike Perumbakkam which is away from the city and located inside a flood-prone area, the 
Ernavur rehabilitation site is better connected and will be a desirable site if the government 
commits to cleaning up the air pollution. The draft Resettlement policy talks of a social audit to 
assess needs. This should be conducted before people are resettled. If such an audit were 
conducted here, this place would not qualify for habitation on account of pollution. The 
government should cancel this plant and clean up the air before bringing any residents to the 
TNHB flats," said Sebastin of Slum Clearance Board Residents Welfare Committee. 

The proposed plant will burn anywhere between 6312 and 7642 tonnes of coal daily, and 
generate upto 1972 tonnes of coal ash, much of which will find its way into people's lungs. 



Save Ennore Creek campaign, which has been fighting for the protection and restoration of the 
Ennore-Pulicat backwaters, pointed out that ETPS is a totally unnecessary project. According to 
Government of Tamil Nadu's policy note, thermal power plants in the state operated at less than 
56% of their capacity last year; more than 2400 MW of installed capacity -- 4 times the now 
proposed capacity at ETPS -- was lying idle.  

Public Hearing for TANGEDCO's ETPS (Expansion) project is scheduled to be held at 11 a.m. on 6 
January 2022 at SSSM ETPS Matriculation School at ETPS Camp 1 in Ernavur, Chennai 57. The 
contentious project has been in the works since 2008, and delayed due to pushback from the 
public, including fisherfolk who have been protesting the construction of yet another conveyor 
belt encroaching into the already choked Ennore backwaters. 

For More Information, contact - Nityanand Jayaraman -- 9444082401; Durga Moorthy -- 
9384687523  

Organised by:  Save Ennore Creek Campaign, 92 3rd Cross Street, Thiruvalluvar Nagar, Besant 
Nagar, Chennai 600090
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